Rollerblades should be imposed only during ducking around you at the last second rather going withi Rollerblads, it's inevitable that the two Column by Bil Jackson
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the ubiquitous lawbreakers who threaten the dlened police force'to, single-handedly take on to apprehend violators of this Institute policy?.

COic' hs A4re be more aware of crime and other hazards. agree that every individual on campus should should be irrelevant to the greater issue of-

I've never seen a person on Rollerblades, when one of the Dorkes goes by. The glide into lecture halls with the grace of wild

It is easy to expose oneself to the holiday spirit — just wander around town. The malls and shopping centers seem to be entirely dressed up for the holidays; and then when the lights go up in Fassial Hall, Harvard Square, and other parts of town, the holiday atmos-

The article on financial aid ["Financial Aid Rules Changed," Dec. 4] was an excellent summary of many of the new rules governing the financial aid resulting from the passage of the re-authorization of the Higher Education Act. However, a few of the articles in the need some additional clarification.

The new rules have a provision for paying back the student's outstanding balance the "wind- fall" resulting from the difference between these higher rates and lower market rates. The details of this formula are still being worked out but will still apply the same: the holiday season should be a time to remember and express our love for our fellow
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Blackrock Financial Management

A rapidly growing private asset management/investment banking firm located in New York City will be interviewing seniors interested in becoming.

Analysts

BIM will be interviewing on

Campus on February 4, 1993. Resumes and cover letters must be submitted to the Career Services by December 14, 1992.
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should be irrelevant to the greater issue of safety.

About this outcry over safety, I thoroughly agree that the skaters should be more aware of crime and other hazards. The Undergraduate Association Finance

ment. The reasons for

respective stories, and the times we have had and will

The campus police have been trying to make the campus safer and to provide a sense of security. Students, and faculty, who in-the-line skates do so for enjoyment, for exercise, and to save time. This can be counterproductive to a concern-

To quickly get from New Haven to Share, or from the Infinite Corridor to the library.

The reason behind collisions in the real reason behind collisions in the

To imagine why. I mean, most skaters can stop

Hard to imagine why. I mean, most skaters can stop

Bostons Christmas Trees Express Warm Holiday Spirit

Column by Michael K. Chang

They are also convenient for getting to the holiday shrub" is used, the meaning is the

The new rules governing federal financial aid reflect policy changes open access to federal loans to families regardless of income.

I would be interested in hearing the opinions of the most talented and motivated
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An equll oppoynity employer

You just may be walking in on an exciting and fulfilling career with a leader! An equll oppoynity employer

matthew s. warren '93

chairman, uf finance board

Clarification Needed on Financial Aid Rules

On-Campus Interviews February 10, 1993

On-Campus Interviews scheduled for your convenience. If you have any questions, please call the campus placement
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